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NEW QUESTION: 1
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Storage Account Contributor
A Storage Account Contributor can manage storage accounts, but
not access to them.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are the types of access controls? Each
correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose three.
A. Technical
B. Automatic
C. Administrative
D. Physical
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The department of transportation for a major metropolitan area
has placed sensors on roads at key locations around the city.
The goal is to analyze the flow of traffic and notifications
from emergency services to identity potential issues and to
help planners correct trouble spots.
A data engineer needs a scalable and fault-tolerant solution
that allows planners to respond to issues within 30 seconds of
their occurrence.
Which solution should the data engineer choose?
A. Collect the sensor data with Amazon Kinesis Firehose and
store it in Amazon Redshift for analysis.
Collect emergency services events with Amazon SQS and store in
Amazon DynamoDB for analysis
B. Collect both sensor data and emergency services events with
Amazon Kinesis Streams and use Amazon DynamoDB for analysis
C. Collect both sensor data and emergency services events with
Amazon Kinesis Firehouse and use Amazon Redshift for Analysis
D. Collect the sensor data with Amazon SQS and store in Amazon
DynamoDB for analysis.
Collect emergency services events with Amazon Kinesis Firehouse
and store in Amazon Redshift for analysis
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: B
Explanation:
The user cannot authorize an Amazon EC2 security group if it is
in a different AWS Region than the RDS DB instance. The user
can authorize an IP range or specify an Amazon EC2 security
group in the same region that refers to an IP address in
another region.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_Work
ingWithSecurityGroups.html
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